
Visualization by ExampleOliver Niggemann and Benno SteinDept. of Mathematis and Computer Siene�Knowledge-based Systems,University of Paderborn, D�33095 Paderborn, Germany{murray, stein}�uni-paderborn.deAbstratThis paper presents an interation tehnique for the onept analysis oflarge sets of objets. Given is a set of objets, O, where eah objet o ∈ Ois haraterized by a set of features. The user is requested to selet a subset
O′ of O, |O′| << |O|, and to manually arrange points, whih represent theobjets in O′, on a plane.This manual layout is analyzed in the following respet: Objets that areloated losely to eah other are interpreted as similar, and a similarity fun-tion respeting the objets's features is learned from the sample drawing. Thissimilarity funtion aptures the user's mental model of objet similarities.Based on the learned similarity funtion, the entire set O is represented asa graph GO: (i) The objets o ∈ O are identi�ed with nodes, and (ii) eahpair of nodes is onneted by an edge weighted by their assoiated objets'similarity. Now, graph drawing methods are applied to GO, and the similarityfuntion, whih was impliitly de�ned by O′, is extrapolated to the entire set
O, unveiling the interesting onepts.Note that existing methods to similarity assessment rely on expliit fun-tions given by the user. The approah of this paper is novel: It provides ahigh-level interfae to the de�nition of similarity funtions and allows, amongother things, for the use of graph drawing as a tool for information visualisa-tion in the �eld of data mining.Keywords: User Adaption, Mahine Learning, Visualization, Graph-Drawing1 IntrodutionData mining or knowledge disovery tries to �nd oherenies and unknown relationsbetween objets in large sets of data. Objets are desribed by means of features, e.g.people ould be identi�ed by their name, eduation, inome, oupation, itizenship,and sex. Our approah to data mining is to ombine the human ability to reognizeabstrat strutures in visualized data and the apability of omputers to handlelarge datasets.For many data mining tasks the general goal of the analysis is known, e.g. wheninvestigating the in�uene of people's youth on their later life. In order to support



Name eduation inome oupation itizenship sexMeyer Ms. CS. 70.000$ Sales German fSmith Ba. CS. 55.000$ Development British mWagner High shool 45.000$ Training Duth f
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Table 1: A typial Datasetthe human understanding of the data, the visualization should express the similaritybetween objets by means of spatial relations in the visualization, e.g. people withsimilar eduation, itizenship and sex should be plaed losely to eah other, sinetheir youth was probably similar. Using suh a visualization, the user is often ableto reognize strutures in the data. An overview over visualization tehniques forsuh data an be found in [KK96℄.Humans normally �nd it hard to de�ne objet similarities expliitly in form ofa funtion for most datasets and analysis tasks. In simple ases, e.g. when thesimilarity between people equals the di�erene between their inome, a similarityfuntion an still be stated easily. But for most ases the proess of transferring afuzzy understanding of �similar� into an expliit mathematial funtion overtaxes thepossibilities of most users, hene making the appliation of graph-based visualizationmethods as graph drawing impossible.Remarkably, most people have relatively few problems to �nd a good layout forsmall datasets. This manual layout has some important features: (i) The spatialloseness of objets impliitly de�nes their similarity. (ii) These objet distanestake the general goal of the analysis task into onsideration. (iii) By plaing nobjets, n2 distanes, i.e. similarities, are de�ned. The main idea of this paperis to use suh manual layouts, analyze them, and learn automatially a similarityfuntion, that an be used for graph drawing purposes.When the similarity funtion is known, the orresponding graph an be on-struted: Objets beome nodes. All nodes are onneted by edges weighted bytheir similarity1. This graph an be visualized using well-known visualization teh-niques, espeially graph drawing. For example by applying a spring-embedder graphdrawing algorithm (see [Ead84, FR91℄), the spatial loseness of objets resemblestheir similarity.This paper addresses the problem of making the user's impliit understandingof the domain expliit. For this an interfae is introdued that does not rely on anyexpliit knowledge but that exploits the human talent for spatial thinking.



2 The High-level InterfaeDatasets are normally given as a table. Every row forms one objet and the olumnsorrespond to the features. Table 1 shows a typial dataset.The user now manually �nds a layout for a small, but typial subset of the data.A typial layout an be seen in �gure 1 (left-hand side). Users often position objetby using abstrat ategories. These ategories are marked in �gure 1 (right-handside). Normally these ategories are less obvious and not marked expliitly.Note that by plaing one objet the user de�nes similarities to n−1 other objets.This interfae exploits therefore the human talent for geometri patterns.
poorly educated, asian, malehighly educated, asian, female

highly educated, european, female poorly educated, european, maleFigure 1:A manual plaement of objets.3 Learning a Similarity FuntionLet S = {o(1), . . . , o(n)} denote the set of objets and o
(i)
1 , . . . , o(i)

p denote the fea-tures of o(i). The features are presumed to be numerial. Non-numerial featuresan be transfered into numerial features, e.g. a feature <oupation>∈ {lawyer,teaher, lerk} an be turned into 3 binary features <oupationlawyer>∈ {0, 1},
<oupationteaher>∈ {0, 1}, and <oupationlerk>∈ {0, 1}.A funtion sim(o(i), o(j)) is wanted. This funtion provides the missing edgeweights. After the manual plaement of the objets in S ′ ⊆ S (see also setion2), eah objet's position is known. From this layout the similarity sim an beomputed as follows:

sim(o(i), o(j)) =
1

dist(o(i), o(j))
∀o(i), o(j) ∈ S ′, (1)where dist denotes the Eulidean distane.1Therefore the graph is always totally onneted.



In order to learn an expliit funtion sim, a funtion template has to be given.The following funtion is a linear similarity funtion:
sim(o(i), o(j)) =

p
∑

k=1

wk · dk, where dk = o
(j)
k − o

(i)
k (2)More omplex funtion are disussed in setion 6. Sine for the objets in themanually layouted graph the results for the funtion sim are known (equation 1),a supervised learning strategy an be applied. In this paper, regression and neuralnetworks are used. These methods parameterize the weights wi. Details onerningregression and neural networks an be found in [WW81, BJ90, HL89℄.4 Visualizing new DataNow the set of objets S an be transfered into a graph G = (V, E): Eah objet

o(i) ∈ S beomes a node vi ∈ V . V does not ontain other nodes. Eah pair of nodes
(vi, vj) is onneted by an edge e ∈ E weighted with sim(o(i), o(j)). This graph anbe visualised using graph drawing methods:For this paper two graph drawing methods have been implemented, a hierarhialdrawing method aording to [KST81℄ and a fore-direted approah (see [FR91,Ead84℄ for details). The fore-direted algorithm an be seen as a multidimensinalsaling method (see [dM99℄ for details). Our visualizing tool also applies lusteringto support the understanding of the graph's struture and to improve the run-timebehaviour. Details an be seen in setion 6.5 Realization and AppliationWe have applied our new method to the visualization of visitors of the Mirosoft webpages. This data an be down-loaded from the Internet2. Every visitor is identi�edby an id; for every visitor a list of visited Mirosoft web pages is given. So everyvisitor forms an objet and every web page a feature. The features are boolean, i.e.the feature <MS O�e> is true for visitor x i� x has visited the MS O�e webpage.Figure 2 shows manually plaed web users. Criteria as whether the user hasvisited Internet-related web pages, developer pages, or O�e pages were used toplae similar users losely together. The layout has been analyzed and the funtion
sim aording to equation 2 was learned. The average learning error, i.e. thedi�erene between the desired similarity (as de�ned by the manual layout) and thelearned similarity has been 7% (applying regression). Using the funtion sim, newobjets, i.e. objets not used for the learning proess, an be layouted. Figure 32ftp://ftp.is.ui.edu/pub/mahine-learning-databases/anonymous/



Figure 2:A manual plaement of web users.shows a set of new objets layouted by a spring-embedder algorithms (see [Ead84,FR91℄ for details). The speially outlined subgraphs 1 − 4 orrespond to generalategories as MS O�e-related pages (1), Developer pages (2), MS Explorer pages(3), and users, that only visited the start pages (4).

Figure 3:An automati plaement of web users.While yielding interesting insights into the struture of the visitors of the MSweb pages, this example may also be used to outline the limits of the approahpresented in this paper: (i) The sample has to represent the whole set of objets.If this does not hold, the user has to hoose another, probably bigger, sample set.



(ii) The user must have a vague idea of the similarity between objets and has tobe able express this idea by plaing objets onto a plane. (iii) The template of thesimilarity funtion (see setion 3) has to be omplex enough to apture the user'sidea of similarity.The reader may notie that while these points limit the appliability of the ap-proah, the only alternative is a manual de�nition of an expliit similarity funtion,whih will lead in almost all non trivial ases to muh worse results.Our experiments have also shown that the restrition to two dimensions, i.e. ob-jet plaements on a plane, does not redue the appliability of the approah: Userstend to arrange the objets into lusters, they hardly plae objets between lustersand they rarely di�erentiate between objets within the same luster. Therefore theauthors have the impression that more omplex de�nition spaes are not neessary.6 Further ExtensionsSome extension to the method desribed above proved helpful:1. Using Clustering for the Learning ProessAfter the manual plaement of objets o in the sample S ′ (see setion 2), it is helpfulto luster the nodes. The result of the funtion sim(o(i), o(j)), o(i), o(j) ∈ S ′ is thennot de�ned by the Eulidean distane between the node position, but as follows:
sim(o(i), o(j)) =

{

1, if o(i), o(j) are in the same luster
0, otherwiseThis approah emphasizes the struture of the layout. For lustering the algo-rithm MajorClust has been used (details an be found in [SN99℄).2. Using Clustering for the Visualization ProessBy lustering new sets of data �rst, and then visualizing eah luster separately, thestruture of the graph is outlined. When using MajorClust for this step too, similarluster as de�ned by the manual layout step are found.3. Using omplex Similarity FuntionsBy using more omplex similarity funtions, the learning error an be redued. Thefollowing funtion is able to apture more omplex layout patterns:

sim(o(i), o(j)) =
p

∑

k=1

wk · dk +
p

∑
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p
∑
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wk1,k2
dk1

dk2
, where dl = o

(j)
l − o

(i)
l (3)7 SummaryThe new method presented here allows for the appliation of graph-based lusteringand visualizing methods, espeially graph drawing algorithms, to the problem of



visualizing and analyzing data mining data. It solves the key problem, the de�nitionof similarities between objets, by using a graphial interfae. These similarities areneeded in order to �nd reasonable edge-weights for the orresponding graph. Manualobjet plaements by the user are analyzed and used to learn a similarity measure.Several problems still need to be solved: (i) How an a good random sample ofobjets be hosen? (ii) How muh must be known about the similarity funtion inorder to apture the user's idea of similarity? (iii) The e�et of di�erent lusteringapproahes should be evaluated. (iv) Can this approah be applied to the problemof learning similarity measures in the �eld of Case-Based Reasoning?These problems are subjet of our on-going researh.Referenes[BJ90℄ R. Beale and T. Jakson. Neural omputing. Institute of PhysisPublishing, Bristol, Philadephia, 1990.[dM99℄ Jan de Leeuw and George Mihailides. Graph layout tehniques andmultidimensional data analysis. Statistis Series 248, UCLA, 1999.[Ead84℄ P. Eades. A heuristi for graph-drawing. Congressus Numerantium,42:149�160, 1984.[FR91℄ T. Fruhterman and E. Reingold. Graph-drawing by fore-diretedplaement. Software-Pratie and Experiene, 21(11):1129�1164, 1991.[HL89℄ D. W. Hosmer and S. Lemeshow. Applied Logisti Regression. JohnWiley & Sons, New York, 1989.[KK96℄ Daniel A. Keim and Hans-Peter Kriegel. Visualization tehniques formining large databases: A omparison. IEEE Transations on Knowledgeand Data Engineering, 1996.[KST81℄ S. Tagawa K. Sugiyama and M. Toda. Methods for visual understandingof hierarhial system strutures. IEEE Transations on Systems, Man,and Cybernetis, 11(2), 1981.[SN99℄ Benno Stein and Oliver Niggemann. 25. Workshop on Graph Theory,hapter On the Nature of Struture and its Identi�ation. Leture Noteson Computer Siene, LNCS. Springer, Asona, Italy, July 1999.[WW81℄ T. Wonnaott and R. Wonnaott. Regression: a seond ourse instatistis. John Wiley & Sons, New York, Chihester/Brisbane/Toronto,1981.


